Keeping the flame alive

How is the AOC maintaining the Olympic spirit in schools?

The flame may have been extinguished in August, but for the Australian Olympic Committee’s (AOC) education team, keeping the Olympic spirit burning bright until 2012 is an ongoing challenge. While maintaining such high levels of sporting enthusiasm may sound like a daunting task, Frances Cordens, Manager of Olympic Education for the AOC said by engaging and involving young people, the AOC was nurturing the Olympic aspirations of a whole new generation.

In addition to targeting sub-elite athletes, Frances said the AOC recognised the importance of nurturing Olympic values in all students, from a young age. Through its BK (Bostin Kangaroo) Zone website the AOC provides a welcome link between primary school-aged children and the Olympians they adore.

"Chat to a champ" was a fantastic initiative that saw two schools a day linked directly with an Olympian during the Games and the students could prepare questions or just chat to the athletes that were in Beijing, representing their country," Frances said.

"On top of that we had post cards and messages of support to allow students anywhere in the country a chance to be directly involved."

With a similar philosophy of inclusion, the aspire School Network designed for primary educators, works to instill in young Australians an appreciation of the values, spirit and philosophy of the Olympic movement.

Offering educators access to Olympic-themed resources on-line, aspire is a values-based program which Frances says proved extremely popular in the lead-up to this year’s Beijing Olympics.

"Aspire uses the Olympic Games as a stimulus for all facets of school life right across the curriculum," Frances said.

"Not only are we using the Olympics to encourage children to actively participate in sport, but we also look at things like sportsmanship, fair play and striving for goals." Working with a team of content writers AOC staff fine tune material before sending it out to educators for review.

"They provide us with feedback and after we make the necessary changes the resources are made available through the aspire website."

In the weeks leading up to Beijing, 14,000 teachers from Australia and overseas registered to use the site.

"One of the really popular projects on aspire was the Village Art project where schools were asked to participate by sending in artwork which was used to decorate the athlete’s village in Beijing, to make our Australian Olympians feel more at home," Frances said.

Appraising to secondary students is the AOC’s Pierre de Coubertin Awards, named after the founder of the modern Olympic Games. Held each year, the awards recognise senior secondary students who demonstrate values which are consistent with the Olympic Movement through participation in sporting activities.

All secondary government and non-government schools are invited to nominate one recipient from Year 10, 11 or 12. Nominees must participate actively in the school’s physical education program with a consistently positive attitude and at some stage during Years 8-12 must have represented the school in either swimming, athletics or cross country and at least two other competitive sports. They must also submit an original artwork which illustrates the student’s appreciation of the Olympic movement.

Frances said the highlight of the awards was the opportunity to represent Australia at the International Pierre de Coubertin Youth Forum held every two years.

"The AOC’s Live Class, Play Class program brings the drugs in sport message to young sub-elite athletes and is highly successful, being delivered by Olympians."

"This program is aimed at the students who are already participating at a highly competitive level and have the intention or goal to participate in sport at an elite level," Frances said.

She said athletes like freestyle skiing aerial champion Jacqui Cooper, gymnast Aliana Slater and figure skater Jo Carter brought the drug-free message home in a way students could relate to.

"The program is delivered at national sporting events and to school teams representing Australia at an international level."

Another way the AOC keeps that flame burning in to encourage schools to join in Olympic Day celebrations each year on 23rd June.

"Some schools make flags of all the different countries and host their own mini-Olympics," Frances said.

"They develop and modify some of the Olympic sports to make them more fun so that you might have ping pong ball throwing for shot put and biscuit relays. One school used M&M’s to create the Olympic rings."

Another event to look out for is the Australian Youth Olympic Festival to be held in January 2009: a lasting legacy of Sydney 2000. "Over 2500 athletes and officials from Australia and overseas compete over five days in 21 sports using the venues of the Sydney Olympics," Frances said.

"The festival is definitely a pathway to the Olympics for many athletes. At the Beijing Olympics for example, 72 of the athletes had competed at the Olympic festival and 21 of them took medals in Beijing.”

Diver Matthew Mitcham, waller Jared Tallent and swimmers Jessica Schipper and Eamon Sullivan were among those who first dipped their toes into the Olympic arena via the festival.

"It’s a really great way for young athletes to get a feel for Olympic competition," Frances said. "Often it’s their first encounter with drug testing and it’s one of the places we promote the Live Clean, Play Clean message.”

Information about the AOC’s education programs is available from www.corporate. olympics.com.au.

The BK Zone for Primary School students can be found at www.bkzone.com.au.
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Non-stop action for school campers

Not-for-profit Latunana operates three centres in NSW, on the Central Coast, in the Blue Mountains and the Hawkesbury Valley.

Latunana centres are used by schools, churches, corporate groups, sporting clubs and community groups for all kinds of camp activities, conferences and day programs. Every year Latunana reaches over 1000: discovery young people through its program of 21 week-long school holiday camps.

Sturges is surrounded by Kanangra-Boyd National Park, Tuggeranong Lakes and Soldiers Beach. There are two sites. Both the Lakes and Highlands sites have their own accommodation.